ReSound Preza and ReSound Vida

Take on
the world

Enjoy
optimization anywhere
ReSound gives you more options to optimize your
hearing experience wherever you are with the ReSound
Smart 3D app. With everything you need for quick and
discreet adjustments, you are in control of how you
experience the world around you.
Compatible with ReSound Preza and ReSound Vida
hearing instruments, the ReSound Smart 3D app
allows you to adjust volume, change programs, geotag
your favorite locations, find lost hearing instruments
and more! With one-tap you can change settings based
on your activity or environment and even check the
battery status of your ReSound Preza rechargeable
hearing instruments.

98%
accuracy
in optimizing
hearing
instrument
settings for
the situation.*

5 versatile fully wireless
accessories available.

5

Direct wireless
connections to
iPhone, iPad and
iPod touch with zero
additional devices.

0

86%
of users said
the ReSound
Smart 3D app is
easy to navigate.**

* Source: Groth 2016
** Source: Survey of
500+ users, March 2018
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Keep on going

Count on

with rechargeable freedom

sound delivered like never before

Changing batteries doesn’t have to hold you back.
ReSound Preza offers quick charging capabilities and
up to 30 hours of battery life, so you no longer have to
worry about unexpectedly running out of power in the
middle of the day. Just place your hearing aids in the
sleek, portable charging case overnight and you will be
ready to take on the world.

Whether outdoors or in a restaurant, don’t miss a
word of the conversation with ReSound Preza.
ReSound Preza hearing instruments feature an
efficient sound processing platform with more speed,
memory and power.

If you do forget to charge,
you can power up on-the-go.
The charging case can charge
your ReSound Preza hearing
instruments without being
connected to a power source.

So now you can understand speech, yet remain aware
of the sounds around you. You will be able to better
hear where sounds are coming from. You will enjoy
a full range of natural, balanced, undistorted sound –
from high notes to low. And you will move through
your day in comfort.

Take on the world

Easy living

with ReSound Preza

with no compromises with ReSound Vida

In addition to the rechargeable solution, ReSound Preza
also offers a small, discreet replaceable battery solution.
Both options feature unparalleled power and processing
efficiency for a superior sound experience.

ReSound Vida is a line of small, discreet hearing instruments featuring top-rated ReSound sound that’s easy on the ears.
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Get ready
for connectivity beyond compare
Staying connected to family and friends has never been easier. When paired with a compatible smart device, your
ReSound hearing instruments act as stereo headphones so you can stream sound directly from almost any audio source.
And with ReSound Preza, we have virtually eliminated any lag time when streaming, so listening to phone calls, music,
podcasts or even GPS directions is more seamless than ever.
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ReSound Micro Mic and Multi Mic
sits on the table or is clipped onto a
person’s clothing to stream sound
directly to your hearing aids to
improve hearing in noisy situations.
ReSound Phone Clip+
gives you more freedom, comfort and control
while streaming phone calls, music or sound
from your Bluetooth-enabled phone.
Works with
Android
TM
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ReSound TV Streamer 2
streams stereo sound directly
to your hearing aids, so you
can listen at the volume that is
comfortable for you.

ReSound Remote Control 2
allows you to adjust the volume or mute
your hearing aids, switch programs, and see
all your settings at a glance.
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Take on the world
with ReSound Preza
In addition to the rechargeable solution, ReSound Preza
also offers a small, discreet replaceable battery solution.
Both options feature unparalleled power and processing
efficiency for a superior sound experience.
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